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As you rememher this entire series is the unfolding of one idea; the re
fore, ' it is important to remember certain relations and correlations in th e 
development of the concept. We are going to depart for the moment from th e 
obvious pattern of descent ·to take on another factor that will gradually 
gain proportLons and dimensions as we proceed. There is a device in Asia 
the exact description of which is not to the present purpose, bµt it is a 
banner carrying upon it a certain marking or inscription . This particular 
symbol or signet, this device or emblem, is more and more widely spread 
through the hinterlands of the great Transhimalayan region, and references 
to it and stories about it are to be he~d in the bazaars of Afghanistan an d 
the l i ttle silk-walled shops of Tokyo and Nara o This devi ce is called the 
Banner of Shamballa, or the Flag of Chang-Shamballa, great city of the North. 
Toni ght we are to approach for a moment this very strange doctrine that is 
an ess ential part of the Mahays:na System, which, as I have told you, is the 
principle design we are unfoldingo 

We have come how to that part of the Mahayana System of cosmogony 
which considers the structure of the earth, and as I have told you the ba
ic principles of this concept are Brahmanical, gradually changed frem the 
purely Brahmanic footings to the.Buddhistic footings o The earth is . concei v
ed as an embryo with the other planets within the womb of the Solar Magnet ic 
Field . The earth has, as we have noted before, certain vehicles or bodies 
invisib l e but real as any physical organization . But for the purpose of our 
discussion this evening we want you to think of the earth as the bull 8 s ey e 
or - center .of a target-like diagram in which there are a series of concaten at
ed c'1r cles, each within the other, and the smaller inner circle represent s 
the globe of the earth i .tself O This arrangement would be analogous to th e 
Magneti c Field of the Northern System as these are contained i n the Mandal as 
or great religi .ous diagrams or figures o The physical earth itself should be 
considered as a focal point in the Magnetic Field of the true Earth; the ac 
tual Earth being, as it is with the Sun, at the circumference and not at . t he 
center of its own system o This does not mean we assume people to be livin g 
inside the earth. That is not true from a physical standpoint, but it does 
mean that what we call ·the Earth, or what we symbolize by the Earth, is re al
ly only a part of a composite structure corresponding in a way, anatomical ly 
and physiologically, with the bony structure ·of the human body, about which 
are many other structures depending for their support and general distri bu
tion upon the integration of the skeletal structure of the body o 

The physical earth is then in the center, or the approximate center, 
magnetically, of a series of magnetic or vibratory fields, which extend f rom 
it like the magnetic fields of the human body until we come finally to the 
circumference of the earth 1 s structure . And it is this circumference and all 
it contains that constitutes the true Earth; and it was to this structure 
that the Hindu I s gave the name Iswara, me·aning the Planetary ·Logos or Power 
or Deity of the planet. This Deity inhabits - the circumference of the plan e
tary circle and radiates its Powers and Energies inward a~d downward fr om 
the circumference to finally form the focal field of the physical earth it
self. Thus, the incarnation of the Earth, in the Mahayana concept, consist s 
of a gradual descent of Elements, Energies, Substances, Powers and Princi ples, 
from an attenuated to a dense condition by which they descend leaving behi nd 
them these rings of magnetic energy, and finally constricting to form the 
physical structure of the planet. The planet is therefore a focal point in 
the midst of a great field of Energy, and from the surface of the planet down
ward toward its core this field of energy is reproduced in reverse, so th a t 
the iPQermost part of the earth, as I told you last week, corresponds :l,n 
Wednesday --- 5-9-5:a ·o 
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the magnetic system with the outermost layer of the Earth 8 s magnetic atmos
phere. This double ·set of relating factora resultsin a very interestin g bio
physical concept, as we shall see. 

The Earth itself is, of course, only one part or vehicle in this.fiel d; 
even as the physical body of man is only a receptacle of Energies and Princi
ples. In the Eastern System the physical body is a cup or crater in which 
these Energies are poured, in which they are gathered, and through which 
they are released in manifestation 3 so that in the development of the Earth 
we have Ene.rg.ies descending from Space and being received into the ~ .tb.h ! 
structure, frcm which they are in turn radiated or disseminated ·back over the 
area of the Space displacement which is the planetary field. We therefor e 
have two systems or types of Energies moving in the opposite direction at the 
same time, and this play of Energy upon Energy is very important in the de
termination of certain energy intervals and q~alitative intervals, which be
long in the . brackets of higher scientific thinking and with which the Brah
mins were conversanto They knew about these things, but we have not yet con
side1•ed it important enough to examine their findings. They were much richer 
in profound physical knowledge than we have been inclined to assume; cert ain
ly very rich in great ph i losophical speculations in the field of scient ific 
thought. 

We nov come to the next phase of our problem, and that is the desce nt 
of life through a series of ron$trictions, through these magnetic field~ to 
form ult i mately the life of a planet, or the wave of life evolving upon a 
planetary system. In the Eastern concept the hum.an life stream is the oldest. 
This is contrary to some of the popular concepts that man was probably one of 
the last creatures to appear upon the earth . He was one of the last to ap
pear in his present form , but he was not the last to be differentiated in the 
pa~tern which finally produced his present manifestation" Of all the crea
tures on the earth the human being is the oldest,abMt not in the form with 
which we are ~amiliar . All of the creatures that in their present evoluti on
ary growth, such as anima l s, plants, minerals, and other forms of 1.1.fe, are 
younger than man', actually, in this system of planetary development.. - They 
are, however, apparently older because we relate them to the environment 
which produced man. So in order to understand this ipattern more correctl y we 
have to go back and analyze the beginning of life as the ancients believ~~ it 
to be in this plane of matter with which we are familiar. 

If we return for a moment to our concept of the bull's eye target, or 
the enclosed spheres forming by cross-section a diagrammatic concaten ation 

. of ene-rgy __f.i.alds or patterns, we shall then see that life descending to or
ganization . or manifestation upon the physical plane of existence moved down
ward through these spheres as though descending the rungs of a ladder. And 
in each of these spheres certain modifications or changes took place. The 
human life wave as we know it descended from the highest of these spheres, 
and therefore passed downward through a series of restrictions. In each of 
these levels of restri©tion it received certain -vehicles or forms and was 
deprived of certain Powers or apparent and obvious potencyo It was a constant 
process of reversal of the evolutionary motion so that in the descent poten
cies were forever locked and returned to the state of potentials; whereas, in 
the evolutionary process t he reverse of this procedure takes place. We have 
two interesting analog i es by which we can recognize the essential patter n in
volved in this. One is the ancient Babylonian account of the descent of 
Ishtar through the seven gates to rescue Tammuz, part of the great Babylonian 
cycle of the Mysteries of the Creational Procedure. And the second is the 
.Hermetic descent of the Universal Mind in the Pymander o.f' Hermes o Both of 
these systems show a descent. 

In the story of Ishtar, or Consciousness descending through the seven 
gate s to the world, Ishtar at each gate is asked to remove and leave behind 
one of the symbols of her royalty. And in the Hermetic story, Mind descend
ing is at each level invested with a garment or vehicle by which part of his 
energ ies are obscured. In one acco4nt, therefore, the Di vine _ Attributes are 
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restricted, or I.shtar is forced to leave each of them on their own plane 
and to descend without them to the next degree of lim.itation o In the Hermet
ic System each of the planes imposes a restriction or investure up,on _:these 
energy fields o Therefore, the higher the Enti-tyf O!f1· the Being or Consciousness 
is in the order of fields, the greater the number of limitations imposed upon 
it in its descent. Man, coming from the highest, is therefore caught in the 
lowest place; that is, he receives the greatest number of limiting vehicles, 
and the structure of man is therefore more composite and more intricate than 
the structure of the animal, mineral or plant, because he has descended 
through more of these circles of restrictions to make his final appearance 
on this physical plane. In this he has descended by means of a kind of in
verted cone . in which his powers have been reduced and reduced and reduced, 
until .fiinally when he reaches this sphere of manifestation he is coq;,1~tely 
locked within a series o;

8
veh1cles which he must unfold through the reverse L 

or .:,,evolutionary process of · nature o This is indicated rather well as Spen
cer set forth in his "First Principles," of the difference between the imro
lutionary and evolutionary motionso 

In the environment in which man finds himself, together with all the 
other creatures that are descending gradually,these ladders of spheres cause 
the physical manifestationo As man passes downward with all creatures, the 
Indian or the Maha¥ana points out something that is very importanto We have 
told you that what they called Bodhisatvas or Buddhas are not really Gods or 
anything that resemble them o They are conditions of Consciousnesso Man him
self is e ssentially a condition of Consciouensss, not as an individual, but 
as~ aOllectiveo Therefore the individualization of the human being in na
ture . is , an individualization from one Consciousness to many conscious manifes
tations. The human being is one, in other words, and a principle, long be
fore and . always, even though he may later appear to bed~ ded into a mass 
of individual units. To the Easterner man is one Being and within this Be
ing an infinite manifestation and diversification is taking place, but the 
Being itself is not divided and remains always the Adam Kadmon of the Cabal
ists, that is, the archetypal man, the idea man of the Platonic concept; 
namely, the indivisible Being in whom division appears to take place. But 
this is an internal division that does not disrupt or disturb the unity of 
the Compositeo 

In the Buddhist System, therefore, man is one of the Hierarchies. Man 
is a Being descending into an illusion of diversity. He is therefore one of 
the Superior Powers. He is not merely a little creature upon which these 
Powers operateo He is himself one of them. All Powers descend into objec
tivity by losing the ConsciouBness of their own unity; therefore, all evo
lution is the restoration of Unity, and all involution is the loss of the 
Consciouenss of Unity. But Hierarchy includes Beings ~ithin which this di
versity takes place, and throughout all Space from Addi-Buddhi to man, and 
even to lower orders of life., these life waves that have come into existence 
are merely individualizations within these great units of Conscio.Bness. The 
Hierarchy in.carnates., therefore .,r7 and does so by breaking into an infinite 
diversity of manifesting creatures that lose the sense of Unity . And Con
sciousness i .s forever striving to restore that Unity through the processes 
of nature. 

With the development of the Hierarchy as it manifests on this Earth, we 
have already told you of the spindle, of the concept of Meru, the Mountain 
of the World, and how the Earth itself is poised on this axis which moves 
through the forms of the Seven Rishis or the Little Bear, and how this 
measures the great cycles of time, and also why the inclination changing 
slightly at the polar axis also measures the great evolutionary processes of 
mankindo In the Ancient Doctrine, as we said last week, the ancient and ele
mental people .s beliared that in the process of' crystallization the great 
earth itself, the physical earth, first formed a coronet or crest jewel, and 
this crest jewel was the wonderful, elaborate, magnificent crest o.r coronet 
of the Bodhisatva. And this crest jewel of Wisdom, this wonderful and mys-
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terious adornment was the great polar cap. In the process of" the cryssta.lli
zation of this polar cap there came gradually into manrreste.tion at the 
North Pole of this planet, which was a composite crystalline cell, there 
came into manifestation here the s-ymbol of" the Gobina or• the great perman ent 
and eternal lando If you examine the process of cell development and se g
mentation at the North Pole of an impregnated cell, you will observe that 
the cleavages that begin take first the form of a crosso The Logos impres s
es itself upon the world in the primary form of the cross, and then this de 
velopment of cellular structure extends gradually down the walls of the 
globe form.ing a great cap or hat or crown over the North Pole of the planeto 
In the ancient belief this was the Imperishable Land, the great Mu.the-~ Core 
of the surface of the earth, which · never changeso Here was the GObi.na or 
the first foundation of azoic rocko Here was the great island which at that 
time was surrounded by mist,by great heat and combustion, and was an isolat
ed form gradually crystallizing in a great mass of vaporous and incendiary 

• material. The motion of the Earth being less rapid at the pole and more 
rapid at the equator, the friction of the Earth against atmosphere and Space 
was less at the pole and crystallization increased more rapidly in that area. 

There are also reasons from within the magnetic structure of all cellu
lar organisms why the development takes place at t:ne positive end of what i s 
to be the final proces:s, which in this case is the E;arth 8 s axis. As this 
area developed it bees.me what the Ancient Mahayanas called the Motherland. 
All peoples everywhere think of the Motherland, of the old earth, of the 
good earth, but this great imperishable area i:s the Motherland of the plane t 
Earth, the imperishable continento Now this imperishable continent, althou gh 
it never ceased, never was broken up, never actually disappeared, and was not 
subject, because of its location, to the great shiftings which have moved all 
the equatorial bands of land and water, this Motherland has been subject t o 
certain modifications and changes. It is what we know today as the gre a t 
desert of Shamo or the Gobi, occupying the approximate location of the ori g
inal Motherland. This was the great polar continent, and it was here that 
according to the ancient Mahayana record the great chemistry pattern of human 
life first developed upon the planet itself. The possibility that life 
reached this Earth in the form of spores from outer space would not be so 
inconsistent with the Northern Buddhistic concept, because they definitely 
symbolized life reaching this Earth by falling from outer spaceo , Na. one was 
concerned for a moment with the thought tha·t this planet in tts tremendous 
combustive state was able to ma.intain organized. existence. Organized exis
tence descended from another kind of earth, an earth that is intimated in 
the story of Eden, and in many different religious writings, an earth more 
superior and :subtle than th1s, and that life came here only when this strat a 

., or core of the planetary structui"e was sufficiently advanced to maintain l ife. 
Now with the Southwestern Ameri.can Indians we have another very inte r

esting concept, and that is that life ca.me.. out of the earth_, but at a compar
atively late date. They thought, particularly the Zunis, the Hopis and th e 
Navajos, and people of that nature, that, there was a world of twilight un der
neath the earth and that in this world there was a replica of everything t hat 
was here, and at a certain time in the development of their peo_p.le they li v-

}
Q.eunder the earth in this mir1t lando As the result.. ct d.isobedience, we have 
H.11 of man story coming out of the old Pueblos long before the coming of 

the Spaniards,-this underworld was flooded, and in order to escape the f amily 
that was to be rescued (the equivalent of Noah and his family) apd the liv ing 
creatures all gathered on corn stalks or some other device which then gre w up 
through the surface of the earth from the underworld and released these 
people on the outer, objective planeo They then built their pueblos and na 
tions and maintained as sacred the particular mountain areas, valleys or 
qpenings in the gr•ound from which they believed their ancestors had ascend ed . 
The Grand Canyon is one of the supposed places where the Indians came up 
from the underworldo Now both these stories are interestingo That all th e 
hells and :i.nfernos of antiquity should have been in the under.world is very 
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interestina and very important to us, far more so than we originally under
stand or believe, because we do have two motions involved in connection with 
li.fe upon the Earth; there are two distinct kinds of growth, which we are 
not yet aware of, but which the Northern Buddhists have already been contem
plating for a long timeo One, we might say, is growth by descent of life 
into manifestation, and the other is growth through the ascent of form out 
of darkness into the state of organized capacity to accept and receive lifeo 
And the ultimate union of ascending form and descending life results in the 
format ion or integration of the compound Being who possesses rational apti
tudes and is a completely linked creature embodying the above and the below 
mainta ined in a state of equilibriumo Man is the only living crea~ure, up 
to the present time, in which the potentiality of the complete chain being 
~nited with I'orm ascending and Consciousness descendingJ or life descending. 
T~is is the diagram or pattern of the two pyramids, one inverted, meeting at 
the apexes, which we find in so many of the Eastern writings and sacred sym
bols o 

In this development of the concept, then, we have the Earth, .and we 
have descending upon it from above a series of Hierarch.ies, of great collec
tive life waves. If you could see those Hierarchies when they descended, 
they would not look like Dante 0 s choir angels I assure you o They would look 
more like tiny seeds, minute granules of life, because we would not objective
ly be able to sense their internal Power any more than the tiny molecules we 
see immediately manifest their atomic potentialso We would see only what ap
pear ta be minute seeds falling from Space; spores, or something of that na
ture. But if we could examine them in the terms of causality we would recog
nize that they were great motions of life that have their place in the Nor
thernized concept and plan. We would also observe that in the process of this 
motio n the Earth itself responded by building vehicles or vahans and forms 
to receive these lives O The way in which these vehicles were formed was ,., 
that the forms began to grow after the spores reached a place of security. 
The forms began to ascend, and as the forms ascended to organization_, Hier
archies of corresponding Consciousness descended and ensouled themo Of 
course it is referred to in the Book of Enoch, and it is carried in the Old 
Testament in the lines about the Sons of God gazing down upon the daughters 
of men and seeing they were fair and descending unto them, or into them, in 
the older versions of that worko It simply means the descent of Life princi
ples into forms or bodies, just as the coat of skins in the ~atory of the Gar
den of Eden refers to vehicles or bodies, and the casting out representing 
the descent into an_embodied conditiono Life always taking upon itself these 
forms manifests through themo 

Now let us remember this: That the highest form of life that has de
scended into this planet, as yet, is man - the hWJ.an life wave. The next 
great order of life, of course, comes later in the grea~Buddhist Incarna
tion or Avatar, but that is not yet. That is another complete life wave that 
is going to come into manifestation, because these do not represent persons . 
or great biological processes. But at the present time, man as the highest 
of the forms .in the planetary system was the first to descend, and descended 
in the form of elementary, animate, organic substancej the lowest possible 
condition of form or matter in which the germ or seed was inherent; the ulti
mate, diversified unit of evolving structure reduced to all potential and no 
potency whatever; infinitely small, different and remote, and requiring a 
vast time to pass from a condition of the seed to the conditi,on of growing 
lifec But this was the infinite diversity of human Consciousness, or the 
)onsciousness of the human Hierarchyo This was the greatest division of the 
Consciousness of the Hierarchy of man of which it is possible to make an es
timate o Now as man, not then a human being as we know him now, having no re
semblance to this noble creature of' which we are so justly proud, sometimes 
without just.ification, however, - in growing up this creature began to build 
structu re, building first the monocellular organism; building crystalline 
palaces for its soul; building elaborate little cages of lime~tone and other 
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materials for the gradual differentiation and development of form. As it 
grew it kept leaving behind vehicles of all kinds a~ experiments, as outworn 
and outused, and as no longer adequate,as it ~ressed on to the development 
of greater and more adequate forms . Each of the forms it cast off as it 
went along upward was then taken over by another form of life descending be
hind ito As a result of that the gr.owth bf all organisms on the planet, 
which are below the state of man_ were entrusted to the Consciousness of man 
and man himself is therefore to a degree the spearhead of the entire evolu
tionary process on the planet o 

That is a rather peculiar thought in comparison with our concept of evo
lution, so let us be sure we understand it correctly; let us recognize that 
from the beginning the seed germ, the most elemental nucleated vital unit 
that could possibly be con ceived, the most primitive, that rained as a free 
spore in Space onto the North Polar Cap as the first land made capable of 
tna.intaining life in an infinitely remote period, the~ :f"rom it began life up
on the planet . T{lis life did not evolve from a mineral to a vegetable state 
by way of lichen and things of that nature; it did not move from a vegeta ble 
to an animal state; it did not move from an animal to a human state; and this 
is very important according to the Buddhists, it has to be consistent; it 
is not going to move from a human to a Buddhistic state. What actually haPt' 
pens is that in this process of evolution it is constantly leaving behind 
what it no longer needs, and nature, which never permits the existence of a 
vacuum, or anything to be wasted, moves in behind man bringing into manife s
tation various orders of life o Th~se orders of 11.fe continuing to unfol d or 
to grow on the~r various l evels taµce up the vehicles that man has outgrown 
or outnsed,. and therefore from a visible standpoint it seems as though man 
is the climax of an evolutionary process, which in a sense he is, except 
that he w~s never the fish hf.t!Ver the animal that we know; he was never the 
creature ve know below manis ovn level. He was always his own Consciousn ess 
unfolding, but the vehicles he built· in various degrees of his developme nt 
he has outgrown, and these, carrying his vibratory power, become the vehicles 
of the next orders of life, each according to its own deg~ee of excellenc e. 
These vehicles in turn unfold, and as they are outgrown by their own forms of 
life become again vehicles for lesser forms, even up to the level of raci al 
Consciousness, where races, having :left behind certain vehicles, other en
tities come in to form the perpetuation of the race, although the actual be
ings in it may be constantly changing. 

So there is this growth upward, according to the Northern Asiatic Con
cept, a growth that must continue until the infinite diversity of Consciou s
ness which began with this little atomic life finally reaches the infinite 
unification of Consciousness in the return of the entire Hierarchy to a state 
of conscious unity. The state of individuallty is therefore a state approach
ing but not yet reaching the final state of Unity, the final state of Oneness, 
the state in which hllD.manity experiences itself as the Undivided Being, of 
which all human beings are the fragments or elements of the Great Pattern. 

Now these Hierarchies, such as man, the animal kingdom, which is a Hier
archy, the plant and veget ·able kingdom, which is a Hierarchy, the mineral 
kingdom, which is a Hier~hchy, are coming into man1festation, are descending 
and incarnating. The groi 1of life is organized and wherever we find any form 
of life evolving we find also the presence or ~nifestation of symbolical, 
geometrical arid structural integration in organ;l.zation, and this brings us to 
another phase of the Hierarchy, that part of it which remains as the govern
ing Being or governing Entity. Let us then take for a moment the Consci ous
ness of Iswara, who is the Planetary Lord. In the Hindu system Shiva plays 
very much the same role ; Shiva as the Mendicant, his body covered with ashes, 
sea ted in meditation on the crest of Himavat is the Divine Sufferer, The Di
vine Sacrifice, the sacrificial vi.ctinl! o:f the wo.rldo Shiva therefore repr e
sents the entire process of a Supre• t:.J>ower losing itself in the process es of 
the individualization of itself through evolutionary motion. It is the One 
losing itself' in the diversity of its own parts, to be rescued, gradually, by 
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the growing Consciousness of these parts, and their ultimate Conscious rein
tegration into the state of Unity, into the state of At-one-ment, each part 
with all the others on the level of Conscious activity. Now we have to make 
another slight deviation for the sake of our purposeso Iswara is ~thft Earth, 
within which the great mystery of the planetary evolutiou takes place. Isw ara 
and its Shakti or 1.ts counterpart, the physical earth, uniting, spin, ~eQ 
of generation by means of which the interval between the Consciousness of 
Earth and the form of Earth is filled with the Orders of Beings ascending 
from form to Consciousness 9 ascending into the state of Re-at-one-ment wit h 
Iswara as the Lord of the planet itselfo Iswara in turn, as the Planetary 
Lord or Planetary Power or Principle, within which all this evolution takes 
place, produces by Will and Yoga, that is, by Meditation again, following the 
ancient Order, produces Seven Powers that are called the Manus. 

These Seven Powers in the Indian System immediately duplicate themselv es, 
becoming fourteen. Each of these Powers is a positive manifestation and a neg
ativ e r eflex; and these Manus are therefore the Seven above and the Seven be
low reflexing each other in their reaction to ce:r•tain Powers o These Seven 
Manus are seven races as entities; and these races in turn become the indivi
dualization of the Being which i:s their common Father or Substance. The Manu 
is not only the Race Spiri t in the Eastern System,but is the race; it is the 
actual ..Being whose identity is lost in the process of racial involution and 
regained in the process of racial evolutiQno Let me try to make that a little 
more definite and explicit in order that we can follow the process on the lev
el of the Mahayana thinking o Let us visualize it this way: Let us consi der 
the Manu as though it were one of these Meditating_ _Buddha figures. It repre
sents a Being which we will :say is humanity _, or the unit of the human power 
principle. Not a series of human beings., but humanity collectively; human
ity as one Being existing in a state of Consciousness and existing as a state 
of Cons.ciousness. Humanity has no existence except as a conditioned state of 
Consciousness. Therefore, the Consciousness state as a whole becomes the sym
bol of the Being, or the Hierarchy, who is involved in its development. 

So the Manu or th e Supreme Power is seated apparently in Meditation, or 
is so ~ymbolized o As long as this Power is objective, as long as the Manu 
sits quietly contemplating existence, but remains one Power as though he sat 
quletly somewhe.re and l..oatq3d out and says, 11I see the mountains, I see the 
valleys , I see my friend s , I am here seated under this tree; I know who I 
am, I know what I am, I know that I am; 11 but if this Being under an intro
versional state, and conjuring up a shadow or form or appearance or condit ion, 
takes upon itself the reality of that illus.ion and voluntarily expects itself 
to be that which it visualizes, it then loses the sense of its own identity 
so long as it maintains the mood which it has assumed. In the Eastern System 
it is said that the Manu enters into an experience of diversity within itself , 
by Meditating upon it,, Just as we seek by going within ourselves to under
stand certain experience~ toward Truth, so the Manu by going within itself 
seeks to have the experience of the infinitely small, even as we seek the ex
perience of the infinitely great" We are looking within ourselves for the ex
perience of Allness. , T~e Being which is All looks within itself' for the ex
perience of :separateness, which is a reversal of the procedure, and it is 
just as difficul ,t in a sense for The All to experience separateness, as it is 
for the s.eparate creature to experience The All, the reversal of the proce
dure, but invoJ.v.ing the same gen~ra.1. .impulse toward a conditioned state of 
awareness. The Manu, therefore, assuming the mood for the experienceof the 
lesser, the . experience of division within Unity, passes through one state of 
Meditation or Yoga to another, until finally it experiences t4e experience of 
nonexistence o It experiences the complete locking of the fact of Conscious+ 
ness in the infinite visualization of the minute, and because of the Power of 
the larger unit in the spln>e of Mind and Consciousness, that which is the in
ternal experience of the Manu becomes the external experience of the unit 
which it has conjured into existenceo As it lives within itself, we live in 
conditjons of Consci.ousness which also appear to us to be outward manifesta-
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tionso Tha.t whi.ch is the inner exper:t.ence of the Meditating Power bec omes 
the environment experience of the un:t,ts of Consciousness which it1n1:M div id-e
ed. It goes in ro experience diversity, we come out to experience;~ec ause 
of the reversal 0 polarities. We follow the exact reversal of the ori gi nal 
pr ocess, but you have to think about that a little bit in order to get t he 
significance of it. It is not easily explained, especially quickly. 

It means that whatever is the mood of the Meditating Power, that mood 
becomes an outward environment to us, or appears to do soo We live in moods 
of Consciouenss, which we call day and night and space and time. We are all 
moods or modes of this consc~9us concept; while Deity is aware only of Et er
nity there is no time ., but when Deity is aware of time, or assumes the mood 
of time , then time becomes a reality for every creature that exists wi thin 
the Consciousness of that Deity~ So what is the mood of the Deity beco mes 
the mode of tJJ.e creation. lt sees around it that which is actually an ex 
perience in the Consciousness of the Creating Power . These are all, ther e 
fore , degrees of Meditation moving sequentially according to a magnific en t 
Master• Plan., in which., as we have said, there are no exceptions in any degree 
of the hum.an Consciousness or estate. 

~he mood of Consciou~ness producing the race follows the ancient pa t tern. 
The Manu, the word from which our word man comes, from the ancient Easte rn 
term, Manu., whi .ch means '1.1he Thinker., that which is able to contemplate th e 
fact without ex .periencing the fact. Man is the product of this develop ment 
and the Manu. is humanity . Humanity incarnates in the concept of the fi r st 
race o As we told you before, in the Prt]iagp:t"'&&ll theory there are numera ls 
and numeration, and numbers and numeration . There is one that signifies t he 
first, or signifies that which is separate from all others. And there is 
Unity which i.s the collective sense of one,; One as AlL Unity is one as 

·-:A.1µ.. Unit or one is All as ,Or,.e and i.s the exact reverse of the concept, but 
in the Eastern S~stem the first race was therefore the One which is All of 
the race, it is the Unity of the race, and it is the first Manu within whose 
Consciousnes~ division takes place. In the Eastern Doctrine it was be ll e ved 
.that this race, the first race, which was the Pplarian species because it was 
developed in the .magnetic atmosphere over the North Pole, and gradually de
scended with increasing densities of vehicles as the Earth 8 s crystalli zation 
gave support to it. Now do not for a moment think these creatures res embled 
man as we know him . Energy qualities such as we are concerned with near ly 
always naturally assume spherical shape, and the energy that was to bec ome 
our humanity in ·.~1 ts first racial form was simply a radiant sphere of en ergy . 
in the a.tmos.phe-re .above the North Pole . This was the first race and a ll 
racial differentiation takes place within it, but the first race is never 
divided. The first race received the first continent as its abode. The 
first continent was the Umbus or Polar Cap of the grea~ shield, and thi s Po
.1ar Cap was the Motherland and was the one continent within which and about 
which continents were divided, but this continent was indivisible. And this 
continent, the Motherland~ and this people, the first race or first cr ea 
tion, abode- together a.na._-gradually drew together through the great pr ocesses 
of crystallization in nature. 

The first race, then, left no physical remains because it had no phys 
ical existence as we know it; it was descending through the magnetic pl anes 
l(aiting for the building of vehicles from below, and waiting to buil d around 
itself by the extension of itsel.f the Power of life form as we know it. The 
second race came from the first., and advanced and descended more firmly i nto 
the area which was gradually crystallizing and extending little by littl e 
down the walls or sides of the great globe. The third race produced the fin
al condition we know as humanity, and we can recognize something that happen
ed. Let us imagine for a moment that an Order of Life, Humanity, existi ng 
as 6onsciousness and also existing as seed, cast the seed of that Consci ous
ness into the abyss, or into the darkness of the world below in the for m of 
spores, in the form of basic seed elements. This left two diversifie d qual
ities;; ,·-- it :l:eft the Consciousness above, the race; it left the see d3be low, 
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which were to be the vabans or vehicles of the rAceo And the motion was 
gradually together over a vast period of time, ru~ing into hundreds of mil
lions of years of earth ~ime. During this process the seed began to grow 
and expand and create vehicles upward. As these -wehicles became qualitative
ly .J.µhabi.table, degrees of the Consciousness of the Hierarchy descended into 
them; not all at once, but by degrees, producing the true incarnation and 
evolution of these primary formso This was man passing through the mineral, 
vegetable, animal and human states, without any similarity to the creatures 
we know nowo But bringing in various vehicles and gradually building them 
up, as soon as the physical body could sustain the etheric double that took 
over and began the process of growth. The firstfform remained unchangeabl~ 
for millions of years o But this was impractical, 0 iithout the change, with
out generation there could be no rapid improvement in organisms of any kind. 

With the etheric body came reproduction, plant-like 'type of reproduq
tion, and this in turn gave a new opportunity fer the involution of the ~ow
ers from above, and little by little the Powers came down to meet the bodies 
assemb.led, until finally in the Third Race, which was the Lemurian Race, in 
.the fifth subdivision of it the fusion was complete, and at that time the 
true humanity we know came into existence. On that occasion the Hierarchy 
or the potential Overself meeting the grand vehicles from below united with 
them and the Sons of God descended and dwelt with or in the Dau~,rs of' ' men; 
the Powers took up their abode in the bodies or vehicl .es tb.a t wer6 --grea ted 
to achieve the union of these Powerso From that time on man became a compos
ite being with a complete Hi.erarchy within himselfo He descended in seven 
distinct levels until he reached a complete chain of vehicles. The plant 
kingdom, for example, has only two Neh:(cles below and can only come down two 
levels from above 9 the animal has three vehicles below and can descend three 
potencies from above. Man alone has been able to accomplish union on the 
plane of the Ego, or the overlapping of the plane of substance which enable 
the principle of the Self, or the individuality,_ to lock or bind. together the 
chain of principles and the chain of vehicleso ~his having been done man is 
then a complete sequence, al though this sequence· . is by no means perfected in 
its function; he has a sep,tenary consitution himself 9 and the parts of that 
constitution are in relat;Lon with each other in such a manner that man is the 
only creature we visibly know that can recei.ve the P.ower of the Hierarchy 
through itself rather than imposed upon itselfo 

The animal controlling its bodies controls from outside those bodies, 
working upon them because there is no room for the internal union of these 
principles O The plant must work upon its organisms like the Sun ahin;tng ,. upon 
the earth; the mineral life must work upon its organisms. Man is the only one 
in this life cycle in whom there is a complete channeling by which the super
ior wqrks through . or from within man, and the processes recapitulated at the 
time of birth and through the development of childhood and adole~~~nce and 
mat .Ul'!i,~'I ~re,- what we call the twenty-first birthday or maturity/~responds 
to that time in the life of the individual when the principles and the bodies 
meet, and gives him again in this incarnation the Power of the complete iden
tity of his vehicles, so-until the maturity period the link is not repeated 
in the life of the individual here on the planet . 

Now life from within brings with it the inevitable change in the polar
ization of Power. We see the planetary dis ,trib.u .ti:On uof' L.ife now represented 
by five great racial motions, some of which have become partly extinct, but 

·which do survive through fragments or what they have e.qntributed to other 
races, because races actually do not die, the:y:are 1 reabsorbed into . the prin
ciple of race and remain ·there; they are not just wiped dut and forgotten; 
they are retired into the potency of race and survive in the racial stream 
to which each has made a vital and enduring contributiono As a result of the 
five races that have evolved and developed it is said that the five D~~ani 
Buddhas of this cycle have taken up their abode to become the races and pro
.duce another degree of evolutionary motion, another level dr interrelation of 
t:r•ovth and Power, Now man -being a self-working instrument, having now aclu..ev- -
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ed a union between the internal and external is also placed in a predicament. 
Man has . the greatest potential of all and the most difficult situation, just . 
as the human infant has the greatest promise of any little creature coming •· 
into the world but the most difficult path ahead for the maintenance and per
fection ot: that promise. So man is peculiarly!1:Jlessed and at the same time 
given very definite and strange responsibilities. Man is gradually bereft 
of his intuitive or apperceptive powers, for the reason that these are also 
locked within the form pattern. The animal, having what is called a group 
consciousness, or a coliective, or be:L.ng worked upon fr•om outside, has as 
its guide something that is not confused by matter. Tb._e entity of the ani
mal is still in a free state, capable of directing the activities of the ani
mal organism. In man the directing power is also locked in the body, which 
means that while man has more potential than any of the others,.he is at a 
greater disadvantage in the process of releasing himself, ,becau~e he is with
out any external aid to accomplish that release, he can no longer depend up
on his higher Self or higher parts of his own nature for guidance; they are 
in the compound, because they are involved in the compound. Truly, they are 
not really locked in, because nothing superior can ever be loo~ed within an 
inferior, but the focal point is involved in the pattern and the individual 
has no direct. connection with an Oversel f that is free of involve ment, 
that is., in the Mahayana concept of this pattern. 

As a result of that man is the only creature that requires the establish
ment or re .lease of an extra Power to make possib e his own achievement or at
tainment. The animal grows through instinct; the plant grows by involuntary 
and inevitable procedure; all nature is moved toward the fulfillment of it
self by irresistable force except man. Because of the involvement of the 
source of his Cons.ciousness with his body he is able to opppse the impulse 
and instinct of his own Consciousness, creating conflict, and creating the 
mystery of good and evil, for only a creature so constituted is capable of 
evil; only a creature that has the voluntary power of self-decision is cap
able of wrong decision, or right decision, as far as that is concerned. 

So in the story of the Hierarchy, man, like the human infant, is not as 
fortunate at the beginning as other creatures, as little birds and animals 
and most forms of life are comparatively able to care for themselves at a 
very early age. They rapidly develop the instinct of their own survival; no 
one actually has to tell the~, no one bas to te,ach them,, _ because these in
stincts are suppli.ed to them f:rom ' the .collective over-animal which has not 
yet individualized. In man that is no longer true, and the human infant is 
comparatively helpless for an extremely long period of time ahd must receive 
constant par .en tal care. This circumstance corresponds very definitely with 
the story in the cosmic system. It is because of that circumst,9.nce that the 
Hierarchy has to set up the great orders of enlightenment to protect infant 
humanity and to guide it, because in the incar.nation of the final center of 
intelligence or Selfhood it lost all conscious awareness outside of body. 
There is no escape now except byo:ming through body. The only way in which 
the situation can be changed is for the individual to unfold; he cannot ac
tually retire and take a preparatory attitude toward himself; he has to 
fight through to liberation, to the identification with the Universal L1f& 
and Truth. He must therefore have the protection and guidance of the Hier~ 
archy, and in this process of protection and guidance the great Schools were 
set up in ancie11t times; in fact, in very rempte times. They came into exis
tence exactly under the circumstances which occurred bringing about the fin
al descent of the human center of Consciousness into the body. 

In the old systems it is said that in ancient times man had a •third eye, 
:alled the pineal gland, by which he -was able to see inwardly as well as out

wardly. He was able to see the Hierarchy, the great Pattern of which he was 
a part , and his Consciousness was primarily on that level, and only by direc
tion was he able to look upon himself as an external being. In other words, 
he was then Real internally, and unreal externally. Just as we look around us 
and see the nature of visible things, and then we can only speculate upon in-

·v • 
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visible things, so at that time man looked around and beheld tne nature of 
Divine Matters and was able to speculate only upon the mystery of mundane 
matterso He had the experience of sharing in a high.er 3tate, but no exper 
ience in sharing in a lover oneo In the process of the descent, the gradual 
motion of these orders of life together, the Eye of the Dangma, or the inter
nal organ of vision was slowly obscured until the indivudal faded out from 
the awareness of Superior and suddenly found himself alone in Space; the en
tire Causal Universe,was blocked from his Consciousnesso Instead of recog
nizing hims .elf as one of a great Order of Life, he suddenly experienced ;him
self as alone in darkness. The curtain had been closed behind him and his 
center of Consciousness was objectified, and as such it was one in the great 
expanse of the unknown . This gradual development from this point onward of 
Consciousness, gradually releasing itself through the perfection of its ve
hicles and.the extension of its instruments of manifestation , is the story of 
the ascent of manth~ough body, but we must never assume certain things that 
at first seem to be true, such as problems of missing links, and so on. 

'l1he evolutionary process was not what it seems to be,although there are . 
appearances that justify the present conclusion, there are appearances that 
were not actually fulfilled in fact, and if analyzed carefully enough, even 
by the materialists who hold them,would prove they are unsatisfactorx. They 
do not give them suffi c ient thought or they could not believe them. But when 
he first had no conscious contact with Cause, the hmnan being had to be sub
jected to. instruction from outside by means of the establishment of author
-~ ties , or one kind or another . These authorities were of course originally be-
nign, encl were made possible through a ser•ies of important Universal facts 
which in no way vary the Pattern or become any exception to it, because 
wherever a condition of Cons ciousness occurs in Space the same authorities 
would automatically come into existence. They are part of the Pattern just as 
surely as the evolutionary and growth processes are part of a Pattern which 
is itself Eternal. · 

In the development of authority there was necessity for the establish~ 
ment of leadership, and in the ancient writings we have the stories of the 
Shepherd Kings, we have the stor1.es of the days when the Gods walked upon the 
earth; we have all kinds of reports which have never been correctly under
stood. Also, we find history disappears gradually into the sphere of myths, 
and what we call mythology we may some time learn is the history of prehis
toric occurrences, not necessarily of prehistoric times. It has to do with 
anothe1• dimension, and the human being for a time living half in a world of 
causes and half in a world of effects, and in a transition between, was not 
quite oriented as to what was physical and what was not physical, and exper
ienced certain things we still find with sensitives or those who have a def
inite gamut of extrasensory perception reflexes. They are not quite sure as 
to what is the dream and what is the vision, or where sleep ends and waking 
begins. There are overla~pings of experiences that~re more frequent and 
constant in the old times when the veh1:cle:a were being develo!)Bd. There is a 
very large picture there, but unf'ortunately we cannot stop to develop every 
phase of it. Autho1•ity is our concern at thellloment. 

Authority was the establishment of a government or a Power over humani
ty. In the old teachings of North Asia, how do we govern anything, what gov
erns? There is one natural government that precedes all others in antiquity 
and importance, and that is.the government by the Elder. The only types of 
government we know among men were governments built on the seniority princi
ple, t¥J,e aged, the old, the wise and the learned. The Olds and theTrues were 
the custodians and keepers of the people, and in the theory of the patriarch
al form of government we have the problem of parental government, or the gov
ernment by the Elder . Now the Mahayana System says that government began by 
the Elders, and the Elders in this case would have been the Order of Life or 
the Hierarchy directly above us, or which had passed one stage beyond us in 
the great process of unfolding Consciousness, and this Order of Life that is 
beyond us, and which we do not directly perceive, was called the Hierarchy of 
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tlie'.Fitris or Fathers, and they are the ones referred to in the ancient Sans
krit and Hindu writings as the Lunar Ancestors of the Race, the Lords of the 
White and Shining Faces, the symbols of the Lunar Power, the Power of Rama
chandra the incarnation of the Moon Power, as Surya was the incarnation of 
the Sun Powero In India all the families and Orders of Life are descendants 
of the Sun or Moono It is a very important mystery which we will try and go 
into a little later. But the Pitris· or the Fathers in ancient times were the 
ones who came or appearedo In Christian theology the Pitris are lunar ances
tors that become the angels, and they were the ones who brought the tidings, 
or help, or protected or preserved. Our concept of angels with wings is a 
bit stuffy, but at the same time the principle involved was that there was an 
.Order of Li.fe superior to ourselves which intepposed a.t a critical time and · 
became the Parent through that infancy ih which it was impossible to take ; 
care of ourselves. 

The Ancestors, therefore, were the ones in whom the Hierarchy first in
vested the Power of the ·development of the great System of instruction which 
was f.inally to p.roduce the sacred arts and sciences of antiquity. It was 
the Hi.erarchy .that made possible, through the Ancestors or the Pitris, what 
appears to be a very violent break in the continuity of hum.an growtho We 
look back expecting Life to deteriorate in excellence as we go back, and to 
a general degree we find that true; we find that all in all as we retire 
there is less of enlightenment, or less diversified enlightenment~ than we 
have today., But as we go back we also come upon extraordinary examples of 
extraordinary enlightenment. F.or.e ·xa,Jnple, the Pyramids. The Great Pyramid 
of Gizeh, &.c9ording to the most conservative estimate, assuming it was 
built for Pharaoh Khufu, as it is said to have been, or Cheops, is at least 
six thousand years old, and yet the study of our present astronomical law 
proves that the builders of that structure were fullf a.ware of the distance 
between the Earth §:,nd. every other planet in tp.e solar s·ystem. Furthermore, 
they oriented the Great Pyramid to the twe.lfthdecimal point, and we are not 
sure they were off even that much because there is proof that a minor earth
quake has changed the foundation of the building. Those people, - and that 
was not their . only accomplishment by any means, - suddenly revealed a know
ledge which it is difficult for us to associate with the time in which they 
lived. The answer to that of course is that the knowledge was not general. 

Dro Breasted told me in Chicago that the Edwin Smyth Medical Papyri 
show that an Egyptian, 2,800 years before the beginning of the Chri.stian Era, 
knew as much about the circulation of the bloo .d as scientists 200 years after 
Harvey, yet we cannot assume that that was gene-:ral knovledge. But we also 
know that the tempering of metals, surgery, trepanning, and a number of im
portant forms of specialized knowledge appear among people where such know
ledge would apparently be inconsistent. The Eastern Ma.h.rs.yanist also fi,nds r 

this in India perpetually, finding monuments of great antiquity that contain 
clear and concise statements of facts which we pride ourselves have · been on
ly recently known, - the Mahayanist says there is obviously two forms of 
knowledge; knowledge which was given to man, and knowledge which was given 
through man. Knowledge given to man could no longer be given to him through 
the higher parts of his own nature, because they were locked int.he compound 
of evolution he was attempting to perfecto These forms of knowledge were 
given tllrough the Hierarchy acting upon man through the Pitris, or the Great 
Ancestors. Now when an angel, according to the biblical concept, had a mes
sage to bring, it ~nriounced itself as a vision or as a mysterious Power, as 
in the case of the Annunoiationo The angel was a messenger, an instrument 
of the Divine Will, appearing miraculously put not corporeally. In the same 
way the idea o:f the Pi tris £ as 'the Lunar Ancestors was that they produced 
what we would call inspiration, or a kind of awerceptive foreknowledge, or 
knowledge of things not normaJ.ly known. In other words, tb,ey enabled the in
dividual to have an aura of' Consciousness temporari,fy great~;r than his . natur
al propensity, or to tune in something otherwise beyond his ~ppergeptipn. 

The Hindus and Northern Buddhists, however, say that the - fitris at a 
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certain time in the evolutionary process actually incarnated, becoming the 
Demigods, 01~ the mysterious leaders of primitive peoples who emerged entire
ly out of pattern, and possessed the Powers that were not normal or proper 
to the time vhen the incident occurredo As the Power of the human being in
creases it is the duty oft.he Ancestors or Pitris to decrease. They existed 
only in order that they might guide that which could not guide itself; their 
purpose was not to overhadov, but to merely preserve and protect and then 
quietly depart. And the old Priest-King, the ancient Patriarch, and the in
numerable symbols and emblems of Divine intercession through great, mysterious 
leaders of the very remote past, I do not-•an those of historic times, but 
the very remote past., are the accounts -of these Pi tris, or the Luna Ancestors 
who took upon themselves the task 6f conveying certain Powers to man. Now 
how did they do it? Why did they · make this -pa~ticular action and what was 
the Power that enabled them to do it? 

We have within ourselves a pecul.i.ap faculty called imagination. Imagin
ation has always been considered an attribute of Lunar Power•; the Moon and 
Imagination; the Moon of' Madness; the Moon connected with strange imagery 
and hallucination; lunacy., the discomfort of the Moon. Now it tells you that 
vehicles pas .sing through use are left by those who outgrow them and o-ther 
Orders of Lire t .ake them ono The Lunar Pi tris, or the Ancestors, were the 
source of the powers that contributed the dimension of imagination to the ve
hicle chain of the hlUlillan being and therefore could always contact through it, 
could always operate upon it. They had passed through and left it, but they 
were also preparing a vehicle for us which some time we will inhabit, be
cause we will take on the vestments of the thing which they have perfected; 
this is the evolutionary chain continuing on its ascent, so that the ~urtar 
Pitris _, or the Ancestors., became the instrument for the establishment of · 
great codes from their experience for our instruction. They were thinking 
and speaking from experience, but to us it was in the form of instruct .ion,be
cause we did not as yet partake of the fact through self'-knowingo We only 
partook of it through the imagery which they cast upon the magic mirror of 
our own sympathetic system, which was the polarization of the Moon, and is 
still so in Eastern anatomy; the entire autonomic nervous system being assQ"."" 
ciated with the Power of the Moon. 

The Pitris operating upon us gave us a series of intuitional, inspira- . 
tional overto~ea Q.Y which individuals and to a certain degree instruments ~e
made possible. The Pi tris. :--and the other Orders of Ancestors working for a 
union of Life and Form in the Orders of Life, also bear witness to another 
system; namely, the .incarnations of Wisdom, and the preparation of vehicles 
for Wisdom. Just as surely as Consciousness is gradually meeting form upon 

the le'vel of Mind, so Wisdom has to be given its body, because Wisdom to us 
is a quality or condition of the state of Mind. But that is not exactly true. 
Wisdom is the Bodhisatva Manjusri, and in the North Buddhist System Wisdom 
is an entity itself, it is not just s-omething tha,t _ we get, or get more of, or 
have not enough of, or something of that kindo Y:(:$dom. is not just a state of 
mind for us; Wisdom is not something that does not exist until we hay~ it. 
Wisdom is something that seems to exist best when we leave it alone . . · Wisdom 
is a mode of Universal Consciousness, therefore, is itself a Celestial B'odhi
savta, it is a Being. W:1.sdom is just as much of a Being as electricity is a 
Being ., and we do not know that either is a Beingo But we have yet to learn 
that these qualities which to us are merely things we attain or achieve, or 
destinies we carve out for ourse~v~s, are not what they appear to be at all. 
Wis·u"fjnt__is a degree of Universal Cohsciousness., and all degrees of Universal 
Jonsci6usness are Beings in the state of being .~ 

The Manjusri Bodhisatva is a condition. and a level and a uni!fj Wisdom 
is a self-moving fact in nature; it °:ts alive. And just as surely ae · all en
ergies are alive, it has its own essential nature. The vitality which sus
tains us seem to come from the food, from the Sun, from the water, from rest, 
relaxation or whatever is the source of nutrition, including vitamins, not to 
forget mineralso But vitality is an entity, not merely a byproduct of same 
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kind of natural or artificial chemistry. What Paracelsus said is true; 
what we say is the creation of these things is really only the creation of 
a catalyst to hold them. A wise man does not possess Wisdom; he merely 
has a polarization within himself that permits its manifestation, anq the 
more advanced his polarization the more perfect the instrument is. Take 
your radio or .. televisiono Tuning in upon a program the individual may feel 
he is the only one who receives it, and he may also be foolish enough to 
think the program originates in the box from which he is hearing and seeing 
it. But it .is not. And Wisdom is a condition to which we attune ourselves 
for the perfection of instruments; it is not something we create by our own 
mental activity o Therefore, .in the Mahayana System Wisdom is always identi
cal in its conclusionso There is only one fact on any particular level, 
premise or concept, and what we call difference of opinion is difference of 
degree of the individual 1 s ability to see the facto The .fact is always the 
same • The Power of Wisdom is, therefore, an Entity and a Being in itself, 
the body of .a Blessed Godo 

This is a 11 ttle di.ff icul t to imagine and imparts a 11 ttle shock to us, 
but let us bear with the thought temporarily because we will have further 
use for it later. In the same way, Compassion is not merely a mood which we 
feel, it is rather that the individual RY attaining a certain polarization 
within himself tunes in or experiencesi himself the Universal Conscious ness 
of Compassion. Thes-e things are - ~niversal, not individual things; and the 
indiv idual only develops the capacity to receive and distribute them 
through his own organism. The Universal Power of Compassion is the Mahay
ana Bodhisatva Avalokiteshwara, or Kwan-yino It is the power·or the individ
ual accepting the experience of the great love for mankind, and the willing
ness to sacrifice self for the salvation of others. The experience is the 
individual tuning in to a Universal Fact,for Compassion is actually the Uni
versal Mood held by the Power that meditated the world into existence. We 
say we create these moodso We do not. We only create the bridges by means 
of which the moods can reach us. It -is as one of the great composers obse~v
ed many years a.gQ._when someone asked him how he composed his music. He said 
he did not know, that under certain conditions he co.u.ld hear it in the air 
around him, it came to him. He did not create it. What we call the creator 
is simply the sensitively at ·tuned · individual capable of expressing, releasing 
or interpreting Eternals. The Power that comes through is the thing, and not 
the .circum,_tance that we apparently ar•e able to manufacture out of our 
own chemistry o In the same way Mind, T~ought, these things were more wisely 
estimated by the ancients than by us. In Egypt Thought was Thoth,the God, 
the Great Power_, the wonderful Mind of God_, the Writer of all the forty-thous
and books., for one Mind writes all books. It is '•Gnly when Mind is diversi
fied through a number of brains tliat we see the books, and I might add that 
in some instances -- well, why continue? But it is true, as Hermes, who was 
the true personification of the Bodhisatva of Mind, pointed out, that there 
is the Being Mind, and there is the manifestation of Mind, and that the indi
vidual who thinks he is thinking is really participating in Universal Thought 
to the degree that he thinks. And this is your great cirde of the Bodhisat 
vas. 

On the level of the world government, and of authority., authority - _ 
through the Pitris, was the individual being given the temporary power, be
cause of his own need, of experiencing inwardly through a vehicle loaned 
him by the next wave of Life beyond himself, temporarily made available to 
him, so that he could have an experience not his own, but an experience which 
was made possible b-y· the power of his Teacher, not by his own power; the 
d1 ,sc1.plebeing able to experience through the Teacher 8 s organism temporarily. 
This did not perfect the disciple; this did not actually solve the problem. 
but it gave the possibility of an insight to the creature incapable of the 
direct insight at that time, and also made it possible for that person to 
return and become the Teacher of his people, even teaching them something he 
did not actually know by his own experience, but ln which he had shared 
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through the intercession of the Hierarchyo Thus we have references in an
cient times to certain participations in visions and spectacles of the Bles
sed God, participations due to the initiatory rituals, due to the great sys
tems of ancient cuJ.:.ture. Now by the time these reach historic times they 
rep1•esent a development in man himself, but a creation locked by the process 
of generation and with no door left open within itselfo Like the new born 
babe, all potent.ial, but without potency; therefore,§.ctually requiring per
fection through a formative period, humanity receives the power of the Hie~~ 
archy at that time in the parental quality of authority, an artificial pro
tection necessary to survival until certain developments were achi,ved.,~~l{j,.e.r.
archy operating in tpis way di~ so by bestowing a vision temporaril~,. of 
causes, upon certain persons, ,-qiese certa1.n persons thereby participating in 
an experience and commun1.cating . it to others, and began a great system of 
instruction, that was called intuitive or inspirational, but was actually due 

to the imposition or imposing of the Consciousness of the Pitris between 
the individual and the higher planes which he could no longer reacho 

This began a problem of building an Order on the Earth that must become 
equivalent in the Hierarchy to the perfection o.f the brain and the other 
centers of C.onsciousness, particularly the extension of the brain through 
the spinal cord. Under certain conditions the body is being built up to 
become the instrument of the sensitivity of a whole group of apperceptive 
faculties we h~rdly know yet we have. And as bo(t+~s are being refined so 
that more arid more of the attunement with Consciousness is possible, so on 
the pl ane of knowledge you have the same thing happening. In the wori9- of 
Manjusri Bodhisatva you have the Universal Truth, the All-Mind, you have the 
human instrument growing up to Truth, which is the history of ordinary educa
tion and Truth-seeking from the beginning of time. You have the individual 
little by little opening the secrets of nature, unfold:ii.ng bit by bit through 
experimentation, through observation, through thoughtfulness, through the 
legitimate use of the Mind as an instrument of knowledge, gradually u,nfold
ing, building .more and more adequate instruments for the incarnation of the 
Universal Mind. When the instruments are adequate the material body of know
ledge will be ensouled, just as the material organism ·,of the individual is 
ensouled. For as knowledge comes to birth in man, individually, so it come,s 
collectively to the great institutions man builds, and in each instance it ,,\ 
is the incarnation of a superior by the creation of a vahan or vehicle sui tJ : ;. 
able for its environment. 

Thus little by little we see a pattern closing in around the indiVldual, 
we see the individual unfolding like the lotus from within outward to re
ceive into himself and his Consciousness the Light of the Logos. rt is the 
problem,then,to consider that the Great Schools of the Mahayana System were 
the result of a certain chemistry of circumstances, the need, of course, be
ing the springboard; man had to have instructions. He was no longer self
instructed at tl:re time in which the need arose. Therefore he has to be ·JJie· 
recipient of instruction bestowed, but it could be bestowed in two ways,·'to 
him or through him, but i~~'w~ not coming from him as an enti tyo That .).nfor
mat1on which was bestowed tttro~gh --~im came from the Pitris or Lunar ~ces-: 
tors who attuned their inwarc:t--1tpperceptions to him so that he seemed to ex
perience through them, having knowledge revealed as in visions or dreams 
through an adjustment of his sympathetic or autonomic nervous system with the 
magnetic fields of the Hierarchy. Information coming to him was the result 
of institutional organiz&~1~n, graaµ~ly building to receive the instruction. 
The Hierarchy which began as· the Secret School of the Mysteries becomes the 
public school ~the end. It pasees through the same evolutionary processes 
by which that which was originally hidden is finally revealed. So in this 
transition it not only passes from secrecy to openness, but it must ascend 
from limitation to capacity to receive, which means the unfoldment of the 
structure, as well as the release of that which it potentially containso 

.,.:"~~~ The Hierar•chy working upon man in the Mahayana System is said to have 
used the Pitris or Lunar Ancestors, the Lords of the Sphere of Venus, who 
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belonged to another life wave which has now ceased to function in our par
ticular act~vity, but which had to do with a beginning of something, and 
left its message with us in wheat, which is the gift of Venus to mankind; 
tlle Power of the Kumaras, or theEternal Virgins who swore never to take 
bodies until they were able to instruct man in certain mysteries~ and the 
Prajapatis who took bodies but would not generate and became the Saviours. 

All of these working together are terms to imply kinds of Consciousness, 
and these kinds ofConsciousness mingling together formed a Septenary, and 
out of the union .of this Septenary was created the myste~y qt Chang-Shamballa, 
the mystery of the Great Te~ple of the North, for this Temple was not compos
ed of stone, but was a magnificent vibratory instrument consisting of the 
mingling of seven rays in a tremendous pattern which became the sanctuary, 
and which became also the beginning of government from the outside, or the 
great world system of government, which in turn produced the irresistible 
determination within man to become .self-governing. So the government from 
the outside and the determination from the inside also start to move together, 
just exactl y as Consciousness and form move together in the original pattern. 
And when government from the inside and government from the outside meet, 
the meeting ground is the creation of an entity, like our self-consciousnes 
or the Entity, the Ego, and the Entity created by this union · is called the 
Adepto It is the same procedure, the Adept being the union of internal and 
external knowledge~~hAt the Ego is in the un.ion of '. Superior and inferior 
vehicles of the body. ·., The pattern will have to be developed to a consider
ably greater length, but I think it is rather warm an'l..most of us would like 
to get home. 

Notes by: 
Virginia B. Pomeroy_. 241 Orizaba Ave. , Long Bea ·ch 3, Calif. 




